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“Gänsehaut” is the German word for goose-bumps. It has an extra meaning that gets lost in translation: the 

thrill you feel when you hear or see something special. How Heather Fyson makes you feel. 

Heather Fyson has kept herself well-hidden up to now. First tucked away in Somerset, where her father 

taught her piano from the age of 5; near Hambridge where Cecil Sharp, founding father of the folk-song 

revival in England in the early 20th century, was inspired to start his song collecting. Then in her own pub 

in Hamburg busy behind the bar when she wasn’t playing in bands or with her children, who she had at a 

young age. Now she lives on Lake Constance and has produced her first CD, “Shift in Time”. It was high 

time for this debut.  

Music is the communication when words and gestures are not enough. 

“Stories, taken from life. Stories that touch a chord. And then this warm, wonderful voice, that knows 

about life,” Heather Fyson scratches at the surface, at the people, and goes deeper. Because she knows 

what she’s singing about. Love, loss, the birth and growing-up of children, leaving home; politics and harm. 

The 13 songs on “Shift in Time” are self-composed; the lyrics show her particular feel for language. 

Heather is not only a singer & songwriter but copywriter & translator and has studied literature, German, 

English, and life. Her personal and political folk songs were recorded by her husband Alex Behning at Ufer 

Records Studio and mixed at Gentle Art Tonstudio, Hamburg. Heather Fyson, who plays piano, flute and 

guitar, is even better live with her band on glass harp, ukulele, double bass, accordion and brass. She lives 

and breathes folk and has this sensitive, magically clear and unflinching charm which the audience 

engages with immediately, as if each and every person listening were part of the 

band family. 

The Levels. 
Flat moorland. 

Grey clouds. South-west 
England is where 

Heather Fyson grew up. 
Where the starlings murmur 

and life passes by. 
Next, Hamburg, the 
flatlands and rain. 

Home from home somehow. 
Then Lake Constance, 

mountains, sun, water and 
wide, open space. 

Coming home a-new. 
“Shift in Time” 

is the result. 

Singer, Songwriter 
100 % Folk, charming live 

Heather Fyson 


